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CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

BS-E9P4P/VTR+FE ELECTRIC COOKER 4 INFRARED ZONES on ELECTRIC
OVEN GN 2/1, BERTOS MAXIMA 900 line, INFRARED
Series, with 4 SQUARE ZONES measuring 270x270 mm,
INDEPENDENT CONTROLS, V.400/3+N, Tot. Kw.23.5,
Weight 118 Kg, dim.mm.800x900x900h

PROFESSIONAL DESCRIPTION



ELECTRIC COOKER with 4 INFRARED ZONES on ELECTRIC OVEN GN 2/1 (mm 530x650), MAXIMA 900 Line, INFRARED Series :

worktop and front and side panels in AISI 304 stainless steel ;
stainless steel interior;
6 mm thick glass ceramic top ;
perfectly smooth surface which guarantees quick cleaning, in just a few gestures and in a few minutes, without the use of aggressive
detergents;
electrical resistors capable of reaching high temperatures (500 °C) heat the hob by radiation ;
heating circuit with a square area of 300 x 300 mm and 4 kW power ;
cooking zone power n°x Kw : 4 x 4 ;
the areas are highlighted by special silk-screen printing which allows correct positioning of the pans,
after each individual zone is turned off, a light signals the residual heat up to 60 °C , to safeguard the operator's safety;
electric oven with incoloy stainless steel heating elements with increased diameter;
grill with salamander function in the upper part and thermostat that allows accurate temperature regulation from 50 to 270 °C ;
oven chamber in AISI 430 , with 4-level supports and pressed and ribbed stainless steel inner door;
oven power : 7.5 kW ;
oven electrical voltage: 380-415V/3N/50-60Hz;
capacity 4 GN 2/1 trays (530x6540 mm);
line indicator and temperature indicator ;
high-resistance handle in AISI 304 stainless steel, thickness 20/10 ;
2 year warranty .

Accessories/Options :
grill for GN 2/1 kitchen oven

CE mark
Made in Italy

TECHNICAL CARD

power supply Trifase
Volts V 400/3 +N

frequency (Hz) 50
net weight (Kg) 118

breadth (mm) 800
depth (mm) 900
height (mm) 900
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